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Community Partner: Hartford Consortium for Higher Education (HCHE)
Abstract
The Hartford Consortium for Higher Education’s (HCHE) mission is to create a
hub of partnerships between member institutions and with local
organizations and businesses in the downtown Hartford area. One of the
biggest barriers to achieving this mission lies in not fully understanding
the relationships each institution desires to build with the consortium
and City of Hartford. Due to different institutional models, locations, student
bodies and resources, each member has its own set of goals that may or may
not match those of other members. By understanding these differences, the
HCHE can create an effective plan to bring members together to do
meaningful, collaborative work in the greater Hartford area. We therefore
ask the question: What are the perceived roles of HCHE by it member
institutions, and how do those perceptions match the consortium’s own
mission? This research explores three specific topics: members’ perspectives
on the HCHE; communication between faculty and students across
campuses; and regional transportation. Interviews with eight
consortium members reveal a wide range of opinions on all three
topics. While member institutions appreciate connecting faculty and
students across campuses, they disagree on what demographic the
consortium serves, or should serve. They also articulate different positions
on the role of transportation. One common theme is that members cannot
communicate how they hope to use HCHE as a resource. These results
suggest a starting point for building a stronger consortium.

What is HCHE?
• HCHE oversees two high school programs and offers the opportunity to
register in more than 4,000 courses at member institutions.
• 40,000 full- and part-time college students in Hartford are enrolled in 11
HCHE member institutions:

Findings

Analysis

Perspectives:
Private Colleges
“The consortium
has veered too far
from the interest
of the colleges
and the
universities and
put too much
focus now on high
school kids.”

Community Colleges
“The watering
hole for higher
education in this
region.”

“We need
more data to
effectively
“The HCHE could
leverage cross
help us more
registration.”
effectively reach
community
colleges’ common
enrollment region.”

Agreement

Perspectives

• Member institutions
had difficulty
articulating individual
projects with staff
members versus HCHE
operations.
• Member institutions
are very positive about
students being able to
take classes at other
colleges .

Discussion

Disagreement

• Not all members have
student enrollments
mostly from the Greater
Hartford area. This
explains why there are
varying opinions of
what the relationship
between the HCHE and
high schools should be.
• Members with common
enrollment regions
encourage stronger
high school initiatives.

Certain members view the HCHE in terms of potentially helping lower
institutional costs via sharing resources. Others principally see the
consortium as a means for student life enrichment.
All member institutions would like to see the HCHE help them expand
location-based academic programs.
All members would like the consortium to help them share more resources
across institutions.
All representatives who were interviewed stressed the value of connecting
with each other through the consortium, but felt they were not the best point
of contact for getting tasks done.
Private schools feel the State needs to support them in connecting students
directly to the downtown area.

Conclusions
Communication:
Connecting Students
Connecting Faculty
”Faculty doesn’t really
know HCHE exists.”

“Provide incentives for
students across campus
to work together.”
“Showcase students
academic work.”
“Pull together students
community activities.”

“Top-down approaches
of connecting faculty
should be avoided.”
“Connect by discipline.”

Connecting Organizations / Businesses
“Host Hartford internship
and career fair.”
“HCHE should partner with
all businesses and provide
discounts for students.”
“Offer convenient parking”
“Universal city tour day.”

Communication
Agreement
• Engaging faculty across different campuses is valuable.
• Faculty do not know how to use the HCHE.
• It would be great for the HCHE to become a hub where
students from different campuses could collaborate on
academic work.
• Faculty and students are not fully aware what spaces in
the downtown area can be used as facilities.
• Communication between campuses could increase
between students and faculty with the HCHE helping
members to share resources, including facilities.
• If the HCHE could leverage existing student interests,
more connectivity between campuses would surface.
• The HCHE could play a role in helping students
conceptualize the network of opportunities available to
them by staying in Hartford upon graduation.
• HCHE could help businesses and organizations make
themselves more welcoming to students.

• The consortium needs to help member institutions understand how to
use the HCHE as a resource. This will then help members articulate how
they add value to the City of Hartford’s social and economic capital.
• There may be value in connecting faculty across institutions, but
members agree that the priority should be connecting students first.
• It is important for the HCHE to factor in the diversity of student bodies
across campuses and the implications this has for student programming,
faculty enhancement, and transportation.

Future Research
Next semester, I will continue my research. With the HCHE, I will identify a
small group of higher-education consortia with the goal of:
• Examining their respective operations and governance structures; and
• Interviewing representatives from each consortium to collect
information on the themes that have emerged from this study.

Transportation:
Private Colleges

Methodology
• Designed interview guide based on HCHE’s mission and topics of interest.
• Reviewed literature on history and structure of consortia in higher
education in the U.S.
• Interviewed the HCHE’s representative at eight member institutions.

“We need the state’s real
commitment. If the state took
more interest in higher education
more generally, we could
probably figure out how to
connect all the institutions to the
closest fast-track to get them
downtown instantly.”
“Explore subsidizing Uber”
“It’s hard for this generation to
absorb long bus rides.”

Community Colleges
“Our students really value from
being recently connected to
the CT fasttrack. It used to cost
them over a hundred dollars
and now they’re able to have
access to bus and rail for $20. ”
“A lot of our students use
public transit, but we need to
figure out a way to coordinate
a master system to leverage
each others transportation.”

Private Colleges

Transportation

• Commented that current
public bus lines don't
meet this generation of
students’ needs.
Suggested that
transportation system
needs to be on-demand,
safe, fast and consistent.
• Encouraged subsidizing
Uber and Lyft rides.

Community Colleges

• Have student bodies that
tend to be more familiar
with CT public
transportation system and
who use public
transportation more
frequently.
• Look very favorably upon
current CT fasttrack
expansion.
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